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Wine Street Moabit



This short documentary follows Asmir Hadzibeganovic, a former 
war refugee from Bosnia, as he produces the first wine product in 
close to 100 years on the once famous “Wine Street” - now the 
Lehreter Strasse - in Moabit, Berlin.

Film Overview
Wine Street Moabit



This short documentary will last 15-20 minutes and will be shot primarily in a 
verité style. The train will follow the main character, Asmir, on his journey to pro-
duce his first batch of Wermut. The film’s visual style will focus on muted colors 
and natural tones to reflect the old wine street and the bricks that line the cellars 
there. 

Film Overview



Visual Style



Act 1: Exposition
The Lehreter Strasse in Moabit was 

the largest wine production and dis-
tributor street of Berlin over 100 

years ago. Through two World Wars 
and changing economies, all that is 
left of this once thriving economic 
center are the remnants in the cel-

lars of the Lehrter Strasse.

Enter the main character, Asmir 
Hadzibeganovic, as he seeks to pro-

duce the first wine product on the 
Lehrter Strasse in over 100 years 

and pay homage to what this street 
once was. Asmir is here to “save the 
German culture” and make sure that 

what is left from the historic Leh-
reter Strasse can continue to live on 

in his Wermut. 

Story Arc



Act 2: The Journey
During Act 2 the train of the film 

will be set in motion as Asmir 
begins his journey of procuring the 

elements to make his Wermut. 
During this journey, more informa-

tion is learned about Asmir, like 
the fact that he is a former Bos-

nian refugee who has successfully 
integrated into Germany, his fi-

nancial struggles with COVID-19, 
and his main desire in life which is 
to produce things that are unique 

and exclusive - like his previous 
music career or his gin. 

Story Arc



Act 3: Sacrifice
While Act 2 sets the train in 

motion, Act 3 will present poten-
tially the hardest part of the film 
for Asmir - selling his vintage VW 

Bus to help pay for the production, 
label design, and first batch of his 

Wermut.  
 

Story Arc



Resolution
We see Asmir bottling and labeling 
his first batch of Wermut as he has 

reached his goal. He discusses 
what it means to him to add his 

own legacy to that of the historic 
Wine Street in Moabit.  

Story Arc



Asmir takes us on a cellar tour, al-
lowing viewer to understand the 
history of the wine street, and also 
establish his journey. This should 
start the documentary off and pro-
vide the inciting incident to the 
train. 

Scene Plan

1.



First batch of the Wermut wine follows Asmir as he mixes and 
stores his first batch of Wermut wine. This will get the train 
underway.

2.

Scene Plan



Family interaction between Asmir and his family, introducing their in-
tegration story in Germany and what it was like as refugees in the 
1990s. May include archival footage from war. This scene will add 
depth to the main character’s story and also provide layers to his desire 
to pay homage to the wine street. 

3.

Scene Plan



Follow Asmir to the market one day as he sells his current 
self-produced gin and whiskey. This will show foreshadowing 
to what will come for the wine, but also show the work it takes 
to achieve the goal of making something exclusive and bring-
ing it to the market. 

4.

Scene Plan



Meeting the local designer who will design the label for the 
Wermut. This scene will add another element to the train of 
bringing his Wermut to market, and also introduce more about 
Moabit. 

Scene Plan

5.



Final ride in Asmir’s vintage VW Bus and being present as he sells it 
to make money to help pay for his store and the Wermut.** This 
scene will help paint the current climate in which Asmir is seeking 
to make his Wermut, adding more depth to the story and setting up 
the resolution

 
**Uncontrollable situation

Scene Plan

6.



Pouring of the first batch of Wermut for sale, Asmir has 
reached his goal, overcoming obstacles and hurdles along the 
way. 

Scene Plan

7.



The Message

The theme will focus on integration and overcoming. Asmir serves 
as an excellent example of integration into society and finding 
connections between what is new and what is old. 
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